| INTRODUC TI ON
Sleep electroencephalographic (EEG) spectra show a high degree of inter-individual variability, but within individuals they are remarkably consistent across multiple nights of recording akin to an electrophysiological "fingerprint" (Buckelmuller, Landolt, Stassen, & Achermann, 2006; De Gennaro, Ferrara, Vecchio, Curcio, & Bertini, 2005) . In support of this idea, cluster analysis of EEG spectra obtained from 4 nights of nocturnal sleep separated by several weeks could distinguish recordings from a particular individual from a mixture of recordings from different participants (Buckelmuller et al., 2006) . "Trait-like" EEG characteristics are present in both young and old adults across multiple nights of recording (Tan, Campbell, & Feinberg, 2001; , and remain despite systematic changes in sleep architecture induced by manipulation of sleep schedules (De Gennaro et al., 2005; Tarokh, Rusterholz, Achermann, & Van Dongen, 2015) , drug administration (Palagini, Campbell, Tan, Guazzelli, & Feinberg, 2000) or developmental changes (Tarokh, Carskadon, & Achermann, 2011) . The level of trait-like stability in nocturnal sleep EEG spectra is important to longer on weekends. We evaluated 78 adolescents across three sleep restriction groups who underwent different permutations of adequate sleep (9 hr time-in-bed), sleep restriction (5 hr time-in-bed), afternoon naps (1 hr afternoon) and recovery sleep (9 hr time-in-bed) that simulate behaviour on school-days and weekends. The control group comprised a further 22 adolescents who had 9 hr of sleep opportunity each night. Intraclass correlation coefficients showed moderate to almost perfect within-subject stability in electroencephalographic power spectra across multiple nights in both sleep restriction and control groups, even when changes to sleep macrostructure were observed. While nocturnal intra-class correlation metrics were lower in the low-frequency and spindle frequency bins in the sleep restriction compared with the control group, hierarchical clustering measures could still identify multi-night electroencephalographic spectra as originating from the same individual. The trait-like characteristics of electroencephalographic spectra from an adolescent remain identifiable despite the disruptive effects of multi-night sleep restriction to sleep architecture.
K E Y W O R D S
baseline sleep, daytime nap, inter-individual differences, recovery sleep, sleep restriction establish in order to properly assess the effects of a particular sleep manipulation (e.g. sleep restriction, daytime napping or enhancement of sleep via pharmacological or non-pharmacological means).
The lack of such consistency would make it difficult or impossible to attribute a treatment effect to the experimental manipulation as opposed to random inter-session fluctuation in EEG spectra from night to night.
The present work seeks to determine if such "trait-likeness" of the sleep EEG persists across sleep restriction, naps and recovery nights in adolescents who typically shorten sleep on weeknights and compensate by taking daytime naps or extending sleep on weekends (Gradisar, Wright, Robinson, Paine, & Gamble, 2008; Lo et al., 2017) .
Work to date has shown high within-compared with between-subject correlations across baseline, slow-wave sleep deprivation and recovery nights of equal time-in-bed (TIB; De Gennaro et al., 2005; Tarokh et al., 2015) . However, work investigating shorter TIB periods, for example during sleep restriction and naps, is lacking.
In this work, we use EEG data collected from multiple sleep manipulation protocols (combinations of 9 hr baseline nights, 5 hr sleep restriction nights, 1 hr daytime naps and 9 hr recovery nights) in order to investigate "trait-like" characteristics of the spectra during restricted and recovery sleep in adolescents. We predicted that the shape of the EEG spectrum would remain stable despite changes to sleep architecture caused by experimental manipulations replicating previous work showing trait-like stability for recovery nights following total sleep deprivation in adults (Tarokh et al., 2015) . However, we expected that the degree of this "trait-likeness" would be reduced compared with a control group who did not undergo any sleep manipulation.
| MATERIAL S AND ME THODS

| Participants
Data were acquired from adolescents participating in two protocols -the Need for Sleep Studies (NFS) 1 and 2 (Lo, Ong, Leong, Gooley, & Chee, 2016; Lo et al., 2017; .
Participants met the following screening criteria: (i) between 15 and 19 years old; (ii) no history of chronic medical conditions, psychiatric illness or sleep disorders; (iii) a body mass index (BMI) of ≤ 30 kg m −2 ;
(4) not habitual short sleepers (i.e. not individuals who both [a] had an average actigraphically assessed TIB of < 6 hr; and [b] showed no sign of sleep extension for more than 1 hr on weekend compared with weekday nights); (v) daily consumption of fewer than five cups of caffeinated beverages; and (vi) no history of travel across more than two time zones 1 month prior to the experiment. Full details of the recruitment and screening criteria are detailed in our earlier work . The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the National University of Singapore, and informed consent was obtained from both participants and their legal guardian.
Data from a total of 100 participants were analysed after removal of 12 individuals whose polysomnographic (PSG) data were heavily contaminated by artefacts (see Section 2.3). The contributing individuals were exposed to four different sleep schedules:
(i) Control (13 × 9 hr TIB nights, n = 22); (ii) Sleep Restriction Group 1 (SR1; three × 9 hr TIB baseline nights, seven × 5 hr TIB sleep restriction nights, and three × 9 hr TIB recovery nights, n = 25); (iii) Sleep Restriction Group 2 (SR2; two × 9 hr TIB baseline nights, eight × 5 hr TIB sleep restriction nights, and four × 9 hr TIB recovery nights split into two cycles, n = 26); and (iv) Sleep Restriction Group 3 (SR3; two × 9 hr TIB baseline nights, eight × 5 hr TIB sleep restriction nights, eight × 1 hr TIB afternoon naps, and four × 9 hr TIB recovery nights split into two cycles, n = 27). Participant characteristics and protocol details for each group are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1 , respectively, and nights where PSG was recorded are indicated with an asterisk. TIB nights of 9 hr were scheduled from 23:00 hours to 08:00 hours, while 5 hr TIB nights were scheduled from 01:00 hours to 06:00 hours, and 1 hr TIB afternoon naps took place between 14:00 hours and 15:00 hours.
| Polysomnography
Sleep was recorded using portable EEG recording devices (SOMNOtouch RESP, SOMNOmedics GmbH, Germany). EEG was recorded from two main channels (C3 and C4 in the international 10-20 system of electrode placement) referenced to the contralateral mastoids. The common ground and reference electrode were placed at Fpz and Cz. Electrooculography (EOG; right and left outer canthi) and submental electromyography (EMG) were also used for sleep stage classification. Signals were sampled at 256 Hz and bandpass filtered between 0.2 and 35 Hz (EEG and EOG) or 1 and 128 Hz (EMG).
| Sleep staging and electroencephalographic spectral analysis
Sleep scoring was performed in 30-s epochs using the FASST toolbox (Leclercq, Schrouff, Noirhomme, Maquet, & Phillips, 2011) . Scoring was performed by trained technicians following the criteria set by the AASM Manual for the Scoring of Sleep and Associated Events (Iber, Ancoli-Israel, Chesson, & Quan, 2007) .
EEG recordings were visually inspected to identify artefact-free 5-s epochs. Adaptation night recordings (Figure 1) , recordings containing more than 10% artefacts (from epochs scored as sleep) and recordings from participants with unusable baseline recordings were excluded from further analyses. Each participant contributed to a minimum of 4 nights of data, which included one baseline night, and at least one sleep restriction and one recovery night. Participants in SR3 additionally had a minimum of four nap sessions. The mean, standard deviation and range of the number of nights for each group are shown in Supporting Information   Table S2 .
Electroencephalographic spectral analysis was then performed on non-overlapping 5-s epochs using custom routines written in Matlab R2012a (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Analysis was conducted primarily using C3/A2, unless data from C4/A1 had fewer artefacts (4.6% of all records). For each epoch, EEG spectra were computed in a manner similar to a previous study (Tarokh et al., 2011) , where each individual's spectra were normalized by dividing power at each frequency (0.2 Hz bin resolution) by the total power from 0.6 to 16 Hz separately for each night/nap recording and then log-transformed. Normalization was conducted as we were more interested in characterizing changes to the morphology of the EEG spectra rather than gross changes in signal amplitude.
| Quantification of sleep stability
We used two approaches to quantify stability across multiple sleep periods, i.e. hierarchical cluster analysis (Tarokh et al., 2011) and the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC). The former provides an objective measure of similarity that can simultaneously take into account the shape of the entire spectrum (Tarokh et al., 2011) , while the latter is an appropriate correlational measure for studies involving repeated-measures designs (Tucker, Dinges, & Van Dongen, 2007) but is limited by taking into account information from only one frequency bin at a time. To control for the number as well as placement of recordings during the protocol, clustering and ICC metrics were additionally computed for participants with five artefact-free recordings comprising different combinations of naps, 5 hr and 9 hr nights (Supporting Information). As the results did not considerably differ, we only discuss results from the full sample in the main text.
| Cluster analysis
Hierarchical clustering was carried out by computing cosine distances (one minus the cosine of the included angle between observations) between pairs of log-transformed normalized EEG spectra represented as vectors (1 × 78 dimensions representing power in each frequency bin). This was implemented using the MATLAB function PDIST and LINKAGE. Dendrograms were plotted for visualization, where the height of each U-shaped line connecting two observations represents the distance between these data points (Tarokh et al., 2011) . The number of participants whose EEG spectra across multiple nights clustered correctly in the three SR groups was then compared with the number from the Control group using Fisher's exact test. For SR3, we computed clustering metrics separately for the night and nap spectra, which we termed SR3-nights and SR3-naps, respectively.
| Intra-class correlation coefficient analysis
The ICC was additionally computed using the ratio of between-subject variance to the sum of between-and within-subject variances.
Variance components were estimated using a linear mixed model fit ("lmer" function from the lme4 package in R) with restricted maximum likelihood estimation criterion and subject factor as a random intercept. ICC values were interpreted using the standard ranges (Landis & Koch, 1977) : "slight" (0.0-0.2); "fair" (0.2-0.4);
"moderate" (0.4-0.6); "substantial" (0.6-0.8); and "almost perfect" (0.8-1.0). Ninety-five percent confidence intervals (CIs) were also computed using the bootstrap function "bootMer" with 1,000 iterations. Frequency bins where 95% CIs did not overlap between the SR groups and the Control group were considered to be significantly different. For SR3, we computed ICC measures separately for the night and nap spectra, which we termed SR3-nights and SR3-naps, respectively.
| RE SULTS
| Participants
Participants in the four groups were similar in terms of age, sex distribution, BMI, number of caffeinated drinks consumed per day, morningness-eveningness preference, self-reported sleep quality and duration, or non-verbal intelligence (Table 1) .
| Sleep macrostructure
Electroencephalographic dynamics across nights of sleep restriction and recovery have been reported previously (Ong et al., , 2017 
| Clustering metrics
In spite of large sleep macrostructure changes observed, clustering of nocturnal EEG spectra ( Figure 2) 
| Intra-class correlation coefficient metrics
Intra-class correlation coefficient metrics for all groups were significantly different from 0 at the p < 0.05 level, indicating the presence of trait-like characteristics in spite of changes to sleep architecture. For all frequency bins considered, ICCs for the nocturnal recordings were consistently above 0.80 for the Control group, but dropped to above 0.54 for SR1, above 0.57 for SR2, and above 0.42 for SR3-nights, and above 0.54 for SR3-naps (Figure 4a-d Figure 4a ). The SR2 group differed from the Control group in 4/78 bins (Figure 4b) , comprising the fast-spindle band (15.4-16 Hz), while the SR3-nights group differed from the Control group in 12/78 bins (Figure 4c ), comprising the delta (2.6-2.8 Hz) and spindle bands (11.8, . However, recordings from SR3-naps differed in 25/78 bins compared with the Control group, in a range of mixed frequency bins (1, 1.4-1.6, 5.8-8.8, 9.6-10.2, 15.8-16 Hz; Figure 4d ). This within-subject consistency in nocturnal sleep EEG spectra is critical for the assessment of the effect of a treatment designed to alter sleep (such as acoustic stimulation or a drug), as the lack of such consistency would make it difficult or impossible to attribute a treatment effect to the experimental manipulation as opposed to random fluctuation in EEG spectra from night to night.
When comparing nocturnal recordings from the SR and Control groups, ICC metrics revealed that spectral differences associated with condition differences occurred mainly in the low-frequency and spindle frequency bins. This might be expected as these frequency bands are markers of sleep propensity that might be expected to change with the duration of wakefulness. Specifically, low-frequency activity tends to rise as a function of time awake, while spindle frequency activity is typically reduced after sleep deprivation (Aeschbach & Borbely, 1993; Dijk, Hayes, & Czeisler, 1993; Knoblauch, Krauchi, Renz, Wirz-Justice, & Cajochen, 2002) .
These stable trait-like measures across subjects also highlight the importance of considering the relative effect size of an experimental manipulation relative to the large inter-individual variability observed in the EEG spectra (Tarokh et al., 2015) . Within-subject investigations are clearly more appropriate if the goal is to characterize the effect of an experimental manipulation on sleep architecture that might otherwise be obscured by large between-subject differences.
Our results also reveal a reduction in the aforesaid trait-like stability in nap recordings; naps being less trait-like than nocturnal sleep. In frequency bins where ICC values were low and, thus, stability was poor, even within-subject investigations could lead to ambiguous interpretations if the effect of a particular sleep manipulation or intervention itself is masked by naturally occurring inter-session variation in nap EEG spectra.
The underlying mechanisms of these stable inter-individual differences are still unclear, and may involve genetic factors (De Gennaro et al., 2008; Landolt, 2011) or differences in structural anatomy (Buchmann et al., 2011) . This is further expanded upon by findings showing that the dynamics of the homoeostatic process itself are trait-like (Rusterholz, Durr, & Achermann, 2010; Rusterholz, Tarokh, Van Dongen, & Achermann, 2017) . How these features relate to trait-like characteristics observed with IQ, vulnerability to sleep loss or progression of disease remain to be elucidated.
| Study limitations
Our findings are based on exposure to a particular combination of sleep restriction, nap and recovery nights. As sleep debt accumulates across sleep restriction nights/cycles, this could account for some of the increased within-subject variability observed in the three SR groups. Future studies that allow for a full recovery period before repeated exposures to sleep restriction/napping will allow better characterization of trait-like differences in response to sleep restriction/napping alone.
F I G U R E 4 Intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC) values for frequency bins 0.6-16 Hz derived from the electroencephalographic (EEG) spectra.
Shaded regions indicate 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for each plot. Nonoverlapping regions between two plots indicate where these groups significantly differed (p < 0.05)
Due to the nature of the study, it was also not feasible to record EEG from more than two electrode sites. In addition to maturational changes of homoeostatic sleep regulation (Jenni, Achermann, & Carskadon, 2005) , high-density EEG studies have shown that regions of maximal slow-wave activity undergo a shift from posterior to anterior regions from early childhood to late adolescence (Kurth et al., 2010) . As such, it is possible that the brain regions expressing traitlike features could shift with age within a wider temporal window of observation.
| CON CLUS ION
The present study highlights significant trait-like characteristics in the spectra of EEG data across multiple baseline, sleep restriction and recovery nights, and across daytime naps. Nevertheless, the degree of trait-likeness differed depending on the extent of the manipulation, and was the lowest across multiple daytime naps. These findings highlight the importance of considering inter-individual differences when designing sleep studies as a significant portion of the observed variance could be attributable to inter-individual variability in sleep physiology.
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